BLASTS FROM THE PAST...
From Current Med Student [Loyola University Stritch School of Medicine (2009)], Former AED
President and Phleb Student (update 2013: Gastroenterology Resident, Loyola):

Hello, AED! I was the 2008-2009 AED President of the University of Illinois-Urbana Delta Chapter and
was responsible for first holding and coordinating our weekend phlebotomy certification classes. That
school year we had an overwhelming response to all the classes provided and taught by Nick Perrotta and
so this has become a regular event at our chapter. I want to speak to you about the class from my
perspective as a former undergrad and AED officer and now as a medical student at Loyola
University Stritch School of Medicine.
First let me tell you a little about phlebotomy. Phlebotomy is the procedure of drawing blood. You will
learn how to safely and properly draw blood from patients for a variety of purposes. Having this
certification opens the door to many job, internship, and volunteer opportunities at home and abroad.
Also, as all of us are on some sort of pre-health track, this is an excellent way to show your interest in
medicine. In my "journey" towards a career in medicine, I have found that all admissions officers are
looking for two main things in their applicants: A PASSION FOR MEDICINE and something
unique in a person’s background/training that helps set them apart from other candidates!
Getting a phlebotomy certification is a great way to show your interest and passion for your
chosen field. In addition, this training will be incredibly useful to you in medical school since
your phleb training in medical school is woefully insufficient but is a necessary skill. Having
Nick’s class allowed me to stand out and breeze through the brief phleb training instead of
floundering around like most students. I also had an overseas summer externship and had I had
Nick’s training prior to that, it would have opened up a lot more doors for me. I can’t emphasize
enough the importance of having this class and skill set as part of your repertoire!
The instructor, Nick Perrotta, has been teaching this class for years and I highly recommend him. We had
a lot of praise from all the students who took the class. I took the course the first time it was offered. You
will find the weekend to be incredibly intense but not only was it informative and helpful, but it was also
fun! Trust me, you do not want to miss this amazing opportunity!
Signed
Vikram Goyal
AED President, UIUC 2008-2009

UWisc: 1st-Year Medical Student UWisc and Former Phleb Student:

From: Alex Q* < *@wisc.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 11:11 AM
Hi Nick,
I got my phlebotomy certification from M.E.T. Services during the spring of my freshman year of college.
Despite only having two full days of instruction, the class did a very good job of training me in the basic
skills needed to perform venipuncture. The next year, I was able to get a job at Meriter Hospital as a
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phlebotomist, which I held for the next two and a half years. The skills that I learned and the clinical
experiences that I gained were extremely valuable to my medical school application. In fact, I would say
taking the class was the single best thing I did as a pre-medical student. I learned much more
about medicine from my job than from any of the classes I took as an undergrad, and now as a
medical student, I feel like I have more useful clinical knowledge than most of my classmates.
Also, my previous experience as a phlebotomist helped me to get another clinical job during the summer
between my first and second years of medical school.
My advice to anyone searching for a job as a phlebotomist is to become certified, apply to a variety of
hospitals or clinics, and be persistent. Every year, there are many places looking to hire new phlebotomists,
and most do not mind hiring students at all.
All the best,
Alex Q*

Current PA Student & Pre-PA Club Vice President (2011-12) & former phleb student, U Mich:

From: Hannah B* <h*@gmail.com>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 6, 2015 5:52 PM
Subject: …Your Phleb Class…
...Glad to see that you continue your commitment at UM. I am in my last clinical rotation as a PA student,
scheduled to graduate and take my national board exam in December…I definitely put my phleb skills
to use while in PA school. The skills gave me an advantage over other classmates while learning
blood draws and I was a mentor to my peers. I ended up taking a registration position at an Emergency
Center in the area prior to PA school, so I unfortunately did not end up using by phlebotomy skills with a
formal job prior to grad school. I know it helped to have those skills on my resume at the time
though while applying to PA schools!
Thank YOU for your continued dedication to our group. I know the UM Pre-PA Club truly appreciates
your class.
Regards,
Hannah
UMich:

From: Jennessa R* <*@umich.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 6, 2015 8:18 AM
Subject: Phlebotomy
Hey Nick!
…Every year students ask so I'm sure it'll be a hit again. ..I'm actually in Florida now working as a full time
nurse at Tampa General Hospital and YES I have used my phlebotomy skills on the floor. They do
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have phlebotomists, however, if the situation arises I take full advantage. It also helps me place IVs, a
couple of the same steps as drawing blood. So, thank you!! It was a great course.
Take care…
Jennessa
From Indiana University (Bloomington):
From: Ellie R* <*@iu.edu>
To: "perrotta1@yahoo.com" <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2019, 06:51:09 AM CST
Subject: Phlebotomy Training Course at IU
Hi Nick,
This is Ellie! I just wanted to thank you again for coming this weekend. I know everyone really appreciated
and enjoyed your class. It was a very informative and fun weekend and I know I learned a lot. Below you
will find some responses from students about the course! …
Safe travels,
Ellie R*
(IU Pre-PA Club Treasurer)
Please thank Nick for the wonderful training class. I especially liked how he gave both thorough details on
techniques/procedures AND the reasons behind the methods. It was also helpful how he drilled everyone
until we were robotic before practicing on the live arms. It was great to have the intensive training
method, 16 hours over a two day period, because my schedule is so busy. Nick is truly an excellent
teacher, I hope that we can bring him back to train others at least annually.
Best,
-A. F*, Ph.D.
Faculty, Applied Health Science
Thank you so much for coming all the way to Bloomington to teach us. Your class was informative but
you also kept it fun...
-Kayla
Thank you for an awesome weekend. It was an incredible experience and opportunity to get taught this at
such a young age and early in to my medical career. I appreciate your time and patience through every step
of the process!
-Lizzie M*
Thank you so much for such an awesome course! Throughout the weekend I learned so much while also
having a blast!! You made the very long, tiring days very enjoyable and memorable. Taking this course was
such an amazing experience so I want to thank you for giving us this opportunity! I wasn’t sure at first if I
would have the guts to make that first poke but you encouraged us all and helped us get through the initial
fears we had. I loved the set up of the course and the way you taught it! Thank you again so much!! :)
-Lexi P*
Thank you so much for spending your weekend here at IU with us. You were such a great instructor and
made me feel so comfortable doing something that I was very uncomfortable with at first. I took this class
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to be able to work over the summer so I can gain some experience in the medical field. Without you I
wouldn’t be working this summer, so thank you!
-Jillian Z*
Thank you for teaching the class. You made the class very fun and light in mood when we were stressing
out about the procedures. You are a wonderful teacher and we are very lucky to have experienced it.
Thank you so much and we appreciate everything you’ve done.
Best wishes,
-Naomi
I just wanted to thank Nick for coming to IU and experiencing this course with us, it was definitely an
adventure. He was incredibly patient with all of us and was able to answer any and all questions we had.
My favorite part of the class was how we were constantly doing something and how nobody was ever
bored, we were constantly learning. I took the class because I found it to be such an amazing opportunity,
and I am so glad I did because I learned a lot and will be able to apply it in the future.
-Rachel R*
Hi Nick, thank you again for coming to teach us all about phlebotomy and techniques. I really appreciated
your enthusiasm and teaching style— it made the class something to look forward to! I am excited to
practice what you taught me in my future. Thank you again! Your funny jokes will be missed!
-Maddy H*
I liked his sense of humor and how he found a way to make sure we understood the procedure in such a
timely manner. Thanks Nick!
-Velarie
Thank you so much for coming to IU and teaching us so many amazing skills to successfully draw blood!
You made the weekend so enjoyable with all your jokes, positive attitude and confidence that radiated the
room! I truly loved having this opportunity to gain a certification by someone so experienced and cool!!
You truly showed us how to finesse! This weekend made me very motivated and determined to continue
in medicine and I cannot wait to see what the future holds!...
-Courteney M*
Nick was very informative and took the time to make sure everyone understood what we were doing. He
brought a fun and positive environment into a learning experience. After learning all about phlebotomy, I
now feel comfortable and confident in all aspects of the course.
On a side note, I enjoyed his quote "perfect practice makes perfect."
Best,
-Téa S*
Thank you for everything this weekend! Despite the long two days we all just endured together, it went by
so fast with you as our teacher. You did a terrific job and were able to make it super fun and entertaining
while also keeping it professional. I learned a tremendous amount from you. I'll be thinking of you
everytime I'm sticking patients in the future. Thank you again.
-Olivia
Thank you so much for putting the time and effort into this amazing opportunity. I’ve learned so much
over such a short amount of time and I look forward to putting my skills to use in the near future!
-Erica G*
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Thank you for making the trip to IU! Your class is concise, yet so informative. We appreciate how well you
work with your students to provide the best and most up to date guidelines for the blood draw procedures.
I feel better equipped to find a job in health care now to prepare me for my future as a PA.
-Sierra F*
U of Arizona:

From: M*(j*@email.arizona.edu)
To:
perrotta1@yahoo.com;
Sent: Saturday, July 29, 2017 11:35 PM
Subject: May 2017 Phlebotomy Class
Hi Nick,
I was a student in your phlebotomy class over the summer. I just wanted to say thank you for all that you
do. I enjoyed every moment. I just started volunteering this month at the VA clinic as a
phlebotomist. They are starting me out on UA and I will begin drawing blood next week. I am
very excited. Thank you again!
-Jamie H*
UWisc:

From: Nicole K* (n*i@wisc.edu)
To:
perrotta1@yahoo.com;
Sent: Saturday, July 1, 2017 1:38 AM
Subject: Phlebotomy Training Review
Hi Nick,
I took Nick's phlebotomy training course in April of 2017. This course was a great way to get my foot in
the door to begin my hands on healthcare experience! The way the course is structured allows you to learn
phlebotomy techniques while going to school for your degree. I enjoyed that the course was fast paced
and allowed me to work with other individuals my age. After I took the course I applied for
phlebotomy positions and got calls back right away. Many of the hiring managers liked that I had
a phlebotomy certification. My interview process in total took about a month, and I will now be
working as a hospital phlebotomist for my gap year. I am looking forward to this opportunity as I will
be able to interact with many different healthcare professionals and expand my knowledge. I believe that
Nick's class gave me an edge during the interview process as they do ask some phlebotomy
related questions that Nick stressed during class. An example would be, "what would you do if
you stuck someone twice and still couldn't get any blood drawn?" Nick emphasized that the
universal rule is two sticks and then you get someone else to complete the draw. Nick was also
very helpful and encouraging during my interview process and was available to talk to me over the
phone to give me some tips! I think it is important that the instructor is passionate about what
they are teaching and willing to help their students and Nick definitely encompasses those
characteristics! I would definitely recommend this class to students who are interested in learning
about various healthcare opportunities.
All the best,
Nicole K*
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UWisc:

From: Kelli G*(kj*@wisc.edu)
To:
perrotta1@yahoo.com;
Sent: Monday, December 7, 2015 5:45 AM
Subject: Re: UWisc AMSA Phleb Class Registration Confirmation & Orientation Instructions 12-05-15
Hi Nick!
Thanks for an amazing class this weekend. I learned so much and am excited to utilize this skill in the
future. I feel very fortunate to have had you as a teacher and to have been a part of the class.
Thanks again for everything!
Best,
Kelli G*
UWisc:

From: Cayla G* (c*@wisc.edu)
To:
perrotta1@yahoo.com;
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 11:49 PM
Subject: Thanks!
Hello!
My name is Cayla G* and I took your phlebotomy certification class at UW Madison in mid-November! I
just got a job! I got hired at Interstate Blood and Plasma which is a donation center on campus. They
even bumped up my starting pay because I was certified! I appreciate what you did for me and
how much your course taught me! Definitely a worthwhile experience! Have a good thanksgiving!
Cayla

Pre-PA Club Vice President (2011-12) & former phleb student, U Mich:

Dear Nick Perrotta,
From the executive board of the Pre-Physician Assistant Club at the University of Michigan, we want to
thank you for instructing the phlebotomy course. It was fun and informative not only from my perspective
of initiating and coordinating the class with you, but as a student. To gain future education and experience
within the health field is greatly valued, and I as well as many other pre-health students jumped at the
opportunity to become phlebotomy certified. Not only was the class successful and fun, it helped fellow
pre-health students acquire jobs becoming a phlebotomist or a patient care technician at local hospitals. It
not only helps the pre-health students gain experience, but also sets them apart from other candidates
applying to medical and graduate schools. Your knowledge has made the students of the phlebotomy
course as well as myself grateful for this opportunity. Not only does this class promote the PrePhysician Assistant Club at the University of Michigan, it will promote further education and
experience farther than the classes we take as undergraduates. Through this class we have
become a larger club with more promotion, and it is very valued to have you as a partner with our
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club. Other universities with large pre-health undergraduates would value your skill and expertise and I
thank you that you choose the University of Michigan Pre- Physician Assistant Club year after year.
Quotes from participants:
“The class was fun and exciting and I would love to take another class taught by Nick!”
“The way he teaches was informative and fun, but he also stresses the safety of dealing with patients
and their blood which is key in today’s day and age.”
“Getting into a medical school and other graduate programs is a great goal for myself, and with this
opportunity it gave me the experience I need to help further my career in any health profession.”
Thanks again for your time and effort.
Sincerely,
Brandon Bodnariuk
University of Michigan Class of 2014
Pre-Physician Assistant Club, Vice President

Pre-PA Vice President (2013-14) & former phleb student, GVSU:

From: Sarah Bianchi <b*@mail.gvsu.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, February 8, 2014 8:56 PM
Subject: Re: Mar Phleb Class
Nick,
Thank you so much for offering the phlebotomy course to us at Grand Valley. It is a wonderful
opportunity for our Pre-Physician Assistant Club members to become certified. Obtaining patient contact
hours can be quite difficult, but the class sets them up for success by providing the necessary skills
to work in the hospitals here in Grand Rapids. Many of your previous students have strengthened
their applications and were accepted to P.A. Programs thanks to your phlebotomy training.
-Sarah Bianchi
Letters from class participants, submitted by AED President, U Wash., P. Louie, Nov. 2009:

I took the Phlebotomy Technician Certification class from MET Services in November 2008. I was not
quite sure what to expect at the time, but I greatly enjoyed my time in the class. The learning environment
is one that encourages a great deal of practice and repetition, which are important in the field of
phlebotomy. Over the two days, I learned multiple methods and techniques that still resonate today. Now,
as a medical student, I feel as though the techniques that I learned will be high applicable in my
future clinical studies. Nick Perrotta was an engaging instructor who made sure that all the
students, like myself, understood the practice and techniques. Geoffrey Liu, U Washington medical student
I still remember all those practice periods with my sister the night after the first day of class. We had
learned several basic techniques and the two of us wanted to perfect them... I look back at that class
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now and am amazed at the amount of information that I learned in just two days. The techniques
and tools that I received from MET Services were practical and easy to remember. I can still recall all those
funny acronyms and advice from Nick, our instructor. As a dental student now, I understand the value of
learning medical techniques. I believe MET Service’s Phlebotomy class was an outstanding
experience to expose myself to other techniques. Atriya Salamati, U Washington dental student
U Wash:

From: Chelsea H* <*@u.washington.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2010 4:20 PM
Subject: UW AED Phlebotomy Class
Hey Nick!
I took your phlebotomy class with UW AED back in May, and I just wanted to let you know that the
training I got from you was awesome. I'm now volunteering full time for the summer with the
American Red Cross as a phlebotomist in the lab at the Air Force Academy hospital, and they
were very impressed with my level of training, even offered me a job for next summer. If you're
interesting in spreading that volunteer info to future students, most military and some civilian hospitals
have ARC volunteers and it's just another opportunity for new students to get started.
Thanks again!
Chelsea H*
UMich:

From: Kelly Ann M* < *@umich.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2012 3:10 PM
Subject: Re: Post Phleb Class Info & Thanks!
Hey Nick,
...I am also contacting you to share some wonderful news - I began a full-time phlebotomist job at U
of M Mott Children's Hospital in October! Thanks to your class, I felt confident applying to phleb jobs
this summer while I was looking for work, and I was also able to demonstrate my blood drawing
skills at the job interview (and impressed my current supervisors).
All in all, I wanted to thank you for introducing me to phlebotomy. So far, it has provided me with great
patient care experience and will be a valuable stepping stone for my future career in healthcare.
Good luck with classes and thanks for sending all the information. .
Sincerely,
Kelly M *
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MSU:

From: Abigail W* <w*@msu.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 3:03 PM
Subject: MSU Phleb Class
On behalf of MSU’s Jewish Pre-Medical Student Association (JPMSA) and MSU’s Pre-Physician’s
Assistant (PPA) Club, I wanted to thank you both for coming to our campus. In just 2 days, we learned a
great deal about the art of blood-drawing, blood-borne pathogens, and safety! You pushed us to do things
right and to be aware of every move we made. Perhaps most exciting of all, you gave us the opportunity to
practice these skills, hands-on, with a great deal of one-on-one attention (not to mention the goody-bags
we took home)! A little bit of trial and error, nerves (both figuratively and literally), and easy-to-follow
mantras (“Trap, Land, Touch, Thrust”; “Tourniquet, Tube, Fist”) and now we’re here…certified
phlebotomists. This training will certainly encourage students to feel more comfortable and confident
applying for paid positions in the field and, if nothing else, you have given students a stronger sense of
what it means to work on and with real people.
Your course is unlike anything you can find around here, and your personality is one of a kind! I
cannot tell you enough how much we appreciate your time, energy, and commitment to teaching
each and every one of us. As certified phlebotomists, we will continue to practice with our take-home
kits, and keep in mind all of Nick's do’s & dont’s of phlebotomy. It is my greatest hope that you will have
an opportunity to return to Michigan State University’s campus in the near future and that other pre-health
students will enjoy their experience as much as our class did—though I imagine that won’t be too difficult,
as your enthusiasm and wit makes learning both enjoyable and engaging. To this end, I will do my
best to encourage MSU’s Pre- PA club to reach out to you again, both to get the course up and running
and to send you some of those A+ personal statements!…It was such a pleasure. Thank you for making
this all possible!
Sincerely,
Ms. Abigail W*, JPMSA & Pre-P
UMich:

From: Adnaan H* <*@umich.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Cc: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2018, 06:58:28 PM EDT
Subject: Phlebotomy Class
…the course was very informative, educational and that Mr. Perrotta served as an exceptional instructor
when I had good fortune of attending the summer class.
The course is a superb way for pre-health students to gain hands-on blood draw experience, and I as a
former attendee I may attest that it would greatly benefit students at UM-Dearborn in their pursuit of a
medical career.
Thank you and best regards.
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Sincerely,
Adnaan H*
Wayne State:

From: Katelin M *@gmail.com>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 3, 2019, 02:40:22 AM EDT
Subject: Phlebotomy Course
Hi Nick,
…The class was such a joy to take and I have benefited greatly from taking it, as I am now a phlebotomist
at a plasma bank and am in the process of transitioning to DMC soon! Thank you for your amazing
teachings!
Best regards,
Katelin M*
PPMS President

Excerpts from a thank you card: Michael W* <m*@wisc.edu> November, 2010

I wanted to take the time to thank you for the incredible phlebotomy course you taught this weekend at
University Wisconsin-Madison…Going into the course, I had no idea what to expect…not only was the
class interesting, engaging, and valuable, it was so much fun. You really know how to teach a great
class…I’m sure everyone had as much fun as I did. I hope that you will continue to teach this class in the
future so that many other students get the same opportunity as our class did. AND, possibly add a
different class so that I can take from you again?...Anyway, thanks again. I will never forget this class. Keep
teaching
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Drake D. Duane, M.D., Director, Institute of
Developmental Behavioral Neurology:

Maricopa County Gov't:

From: Audrey B* P*<@*maricopa.gov>
To: Ann G*<G*@azdhs.gov>; K*B*<B*@azd*.gov>
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2005 3:07 PM
Subject:
I wanted to let you know that feedback from staff who attended the Phlebotomy Training this
weekend was consistently excellent. Several students had previously attended the venipuncture class at
one of the Maricopa Community Colleges and at Phoenix College and said that this program was much
better - - much more comprehensive with more opportunity to practice.
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...the two-day training is competitive, if not less expensive than the alternatives available to train
staff. That said, I wanted to give you the contact information for Met Services, the organization who
provided the training for us, so that you’ll know how to reach them in the event that anyone ever inquires
of you as to how best to train their staff to draw blood.
I can’t recommend Nick highly enough. He is an exceptional trainer.
So please file this away as a resource available to your other contractors who might have a need for similar
training.
Regards,
A* B*
Interim Program Manager
HIV/HCV Infection Control and Surveillance
Maricopa County Department of Public Health
1645 E. Roosevelt St.
Phoenix, AZ 85006
GVSU:

From: Sanela B* <*@mail.gvsu.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 3:58 PM
Subject: Previous GvSu phleb. Student
Hey nick!
Just thought I would follow up with you that I am already working as a phlebotomist at a local
nursing home in Grand Rapids! I love it! Thank you so much for coming out and teaching that class on
st. Pattys weekend. I am looking forward to you coming back and doing more classes!!
If you could send out an email when you do come back to Grand Valleys campus that would be great!
You are a great instructor!
Thanks again,
Sanela B*

MSU:

From: "l*@msu.edu" < @msu.edu>
To: perrotta1@yahoo.com
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 4:39 AM
Subject: MSU Phlebotomy Classes
Hi Nick,
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One of my good friends took your class last year to become a certified phlebotomist. I have heard
nothing but great things from her about the class and her current phlebotomy job. I am a pre-med
student at Michigan State University and feel as though this class would be extremely beneficial to me. I, as
well as some one my friends are very interested in taking this class!
Thanks, Lindsay C*

UWisc:

From: Jonathan V*R*<v*@wisc.edu>
To: perrotta1 <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, June 5, 2009 3:32 PM
Subject: Phlebotomy Update
Hey Nick,
My name is Jonathan V* R* and I was a member of your phlebotomy training class in Madison, WI this
spring. I am currently in Peru providing medical work for the locals and the native tribes in the
Amazon and have spent the last 3 days using my phlebotomy skills acquired in your class to do
blood work and glucose testing as I am one of two phlebotomists on the team. I just wanted to
thank you again for such an amazing skill and experience being tought by you!
Jon V*R*
University of Wisconsin- Madison
Molecular Biology, Biology-Neurobiology

Former UWisc AED Vice President & President (2010-2011) and current med student:

12/11
To fellow pre-health campus leaders:
I am the President of the Beta Chapter of Alpha Epsilon Delta at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.
Nick Perrotta runs a weekend-long phlebotomy certification course for our chapter once per
semester...AED members now expect the opportunity to take the course, and so it has become a
key attribute of AED membership within our chapter.
Several AED members that earned the phlebotomy certificate reported that they later landed jobs as
phlebotomists in local hospitals. Even if the other students did not seek out phlebotomy positions,
however, I am confident that they appreciated the course. For premedical students, it offers a rare
undergraduate opportunity to gain skill in a medical procedure. I can affirm that the course, itself, is also a
very enjoyable experience—especially with Nick’s sense of humor. I have not come across anyone that did
not speak very highly of Nick as a teacher nor anyone who feels less than highly satisfied with the course.
Nick’s course has benefited our chapter of AED as well as our individual premedical members. I
am always delighted to offer priority enrollment to AED members within my chapter and would
encourage you to offer this privilege to your members. It has been a great feature of the Beta
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Chapter for several years now and I am enthusiastic about recommending it to other campus prehealth organizations.
Alex W. Wessel
President
Wisconsin Beta Chapter
Alpha Epsilon Delta
U Wisc:

From: Emi *<*@yahoo.com>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2010 7:53 PM
Subject: thanks!
Nick,
I just wanted to let you know that i really enjoyed your class. It was a great experience and I'm very happy i
took it. Your humor and wit made the time go so fast when it easily could have dragged. You
obviously enjoy what you do, and you really excel at it. I only hope that when I'm a doctor I can say
the same (about myself) :) I will keep you updated on how the job search goes!! Good luck with your next
classes...and the remodeling. Thanks,
Emi
UMich:

From: Sydney J*<s*@umich.edu>
To: "perrotta1@yahoo.com" <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2011 5:15 PM
Subject: Phlebotomy Class at U of M
Hi Nick!
I was a student of yours last year and have used my skills as a phlebotomist drawing blood at an
infectious disease clinic. I'm so thankful for your class!! My friend Travis is interested in taking a
phlebotomy class in the near future and I immediately thought of you. Will you be offering a class at the
University of Michigan or in that immediate area any time soon?
Thanks again,
Sydney
Sent from my iPhone
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University Illinois at Urbana-Champagne:

From: Karissa B* <*@gmail.com>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:59 PM
Subject: Re: Thanks for the Submission!
Nick,
I just spent over an hour reading all your helpful information regarding jobs/applications/etc.
instead of doing homework for school. Your advice is priceless! The computer hard drive advice is
great (I had my hard drive crash last semester and had to go a month before finding someone that was
capable of retrieving everything. It was terrible!). I also love that I made the cover of your Volunteer Guide
:)
I only wish that I would have taken this class and had the opportunity to meet you sooner. I am a senior
now and about to graduate undergrad in 3 weeks. I just began the process of applying to PA programs that
will start June of 2012. While taking a year off, I am planning on finding a position where I can use my
new phleb skills. I already have my CNA license, so I'm looking into hospitals/clinics that will allow me to
use both skills. I'll keep you updated on how the job hunt goes.
Thanks again for the wonderful opportunity of taking your class and for the extensive amounts of
advice that you have provided for us. I'd say it was definitely worth the money! Hope all is well.
Best,
Karissa B*
UMich:

From: Bryn C* <b*@gmail.com>
To: perrotta1@yahoo.com
Sent: Saturday, April 10, 2010 2:52 PM
Subject: Phlebotomy job - check!
Hi Nicholas,
My name is Bryn C* and I took your class at the University of Michigan on Halloween weekend (I
am the oldest of the C* sisters, whose parents spoke with you frequently before the class). I just wanted to
send you an email to let you know that I got a job as a phlebotomist in Kalamazoo, MI and have been
working at Bronson Hospital for about 2 months now. Bronson provided on the job training, covering
draws in all areas of the hospital, and Friday was my last day as a trainee!
I really love my job and although starting out was incredibly overwhelming, I've caught my stride and
have been recognized as one of the quickest learning trainees they've had. I attribute it to the
thourough preparation I received in your class, and all of the practice I had poking my sister. :)
Thank you for the detailed training and I hope that everything is going well with your phlebotomy
classes!
Bryn
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Follow-up from Bryn, U Mich:

From: Bryn C* <*@gmail.com>
To: perrotta1@yahoo.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 6:03 PM
Subject: Phlebotomy Technician Class
Hello!
My name is Bryn C* and I took your Phlebotomy Technician course at the University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor, MI. I am putting your course on my application for PA school...
Also, I wanted to let you know that I took a job as a Phlebotomist at a hospital in Kalamazoo, MI and am
currently a trainer in the department. I am helping to develop a standardized training program for the
Phlebotomy department in the hopes of bringing a phlebotomy school to the hospital in the next 5-10
years. I've gotten to do some pretty cool things, so thank you for starting me off in my Phlebotomy
training! I look forward to hearing from you and hope that your class is doing well!
Bryn

BW College:

From: Luke D N*<d*@mail.bw.edu>
To: "perrotta1@yahoo.com"<perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2012 2:42 PM
Subject: Thanks!
Mr. Perrotta,
Thanks again for such a great experience this weekend! I was initially a bit apprehensive about learning
these skills as quickly as we did, but I must say I feel very confident in the procedures now. You had a
great way of making the class fun and interesting, as well as being in control of the situation and
correcting us when needed. This was important to me as I am one who needs critiquing of my abilities
before I feel I can move on alone.
Also, thank you for the advice afterwards. It was very real and new to me. It helped coming from
someone experienced and knowledgeable, and that it wasn't just the same advice you hear
everywhere else: get good grades, volunteer more, etc. I look forward to you coming around and
again to teach us some further information.
Thank you,
Luke N*

MSU:

From: Joslynn *<*@msu.edu>
To: "perrotta1@yahoo.com" <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
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Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 9:28 AM
Subject: Jobs!!!
Hi there!! I just wanted to thank you again for the course in may :) I also wanted to let you know that
Tori and I both were offered a job working as a phlebotomy technician at Olin health center for
the fall!!
Thank you so much! Please let me know if you are doing any other courses, because I am very interested
on taking them!
Sincerely,
Joslynn B*
GCU:

From: Matt K*<*@gmail.com>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 5:34 PM
Subject: Re: Phleb Class
Nick,
I'd like to thank you for everything you taught me in the phlebotomy class. I got a position at the
Southwest Center for HIV/AIDS as a clinical research volunteer doing blood draws! Thanks to
your class, I was able to secure a research position somewhere, which will tremendously help me
to get into medical school.
I appreciate your easy-going teaching style and the way you helped to build confidence within
ourselves. Shaky hands are never a good thing when drawing blood!
Much obliged,
-Matt K*
Grand Canyon University

Follow-Up From Matt K., GCU:

From: Matt K*<*@gmail.com>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 5, 2013 5:55 PM
Subject: Re: Phlebotomy class 10-05-13
...I'm graduated with my bachelor's, I've already sent my application out for PA school, and am patiently
waiting for the arrival of letters back from the schools for interviews!
Nick, ...I wanted to say THANK YOU SO MUCH for hosting that class and giving me the opportunity
to use my phleb skills to do research at the Southwest Center for HIV/AIDS. Waiting for interview
letters to come in the mail from the grad schools is nerve wracking, but your class and the door it
opened up for me are an awesome reminder that I WILL stand out on my application!
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I've been spreading the word about your class as much as I can!
Looking forward (and upon my acceptance into grad school) I plan on going BACK to GCU and
convincing them why ALL pre health majors should invest in this opportunity.
In fact I think you had my good friend and roommate Kyle Jervis in your last class!... Regards,
Matt K*
U Mich:

From: John *<*@gmail.com>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 6, 2012 8:05 PM
Subject: Hi!
Nick, now that the class is over and you know I am not just being a total suck up... You totally rock. I told
my girlfriend that I could tell - you were a true professional. You handled a certain individual who liked to
chime in on every little thing. AMAZINGLY, your knowledge of the subject was incredible, your
ability to convey it to EVERYONE was more incredible still. I cannot recommend your services
enough. You are incredibly funny, more than efficient, and truly polished. While phlebotomy is an
art, teaching phlebotomy is an art that you have perfected. Thank you for everything... You are a
cool guy and your life experience has shaped you to be a wise and interesting person. Thanks for passing it
on.
Best,
John *
UWisc:

From: Megan *<*@uwalumni.com>
To: perrotta1@yahoo.com
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 1:28 PM
Subject: Phleb course from 2011
Greetings Nick,
My name is Megan and I was a student in your Phlebotomy bootcamp course at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison in the Spring of 2011. I have been able to do some blood draws successfully
since then and have continued to pursue a career where I will be obtaining blood draws in the
emergency room setting. I wanted to thank you for your time because success and confidence in
your class has inspired me to continue along that route…
Best,
Megan M*
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Maricopa County Gov't:

From: Seema S*- PHSX <*@mail.maricopa.gov>
To: 'Nicholas Perrotta' <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 11:18 AM
Subject: RE: Invoice 02-10
Hi Nick,Thanks so much for doing such a great job with them, we REALLY appreciate it! Please, please
let me know when you have another class coming up in Phoenix, I already have 2 or 3 people who are
interested but couldn’t go this last time and we’re filling about 2 or 3 more positions in the next few weeks
who will also all need training.
Thanks!!!
Seema
ASU:

From: Noah B*<n*@asu.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2009 3:58 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Re: Phleb Class
What an amazing class, you're an awesome teacher, i'll continue to recommend you to everyone i
know.
What a great time.
thanks again,
Noah B*
U of Arizona:

From: Kassandra D* <k*@email.arizona.edu>
To: Nicholas Perrotta <perrotta1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 1, 2014 10:54 PM
Subject: Thanks!!!
…I am really happy that your class has opened doors for me. I am very grateful; you should be proud of
your accomplishments as an instructor…and I enjoyed learning about your previous work and getting to
know you on a personal level. I am glad that people have the privilege of learning from you and I hope
everyone will take advantage of that- this is something special that you posses I have not come
across from many of my instructors. This class was the first real eye opener for me into medicine
and actually changed my perspective on medicine by the time I completed the class...I wish you all
the success in world with your future classes and in life. Good luck.
Kassandra
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Southwest Center for HIV/AIDS:
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